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This report contains work extending over a four year period ol

"Basic Studies of High Performance Multialkali Photocathodes" employing

the technique of X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS). XPS unlike

Auger Electron Spectroscopy is a non-destructive technique resulting in

a minimum disturbance of the surface under investigation. It provides

information of a qualitative and quantitative nature on charge states

and bonding unavailable by other techniques. We have exploited this

to obtain a correlation between photosensitivity and valence to obtain

a fairly clear picture of the electronic structure of the most photo-

sensitive surfaces. It is the first time that this technique has been

used tG investigate thlese ratexials. For this purpose we have constructed

an XPS Spectrometer with a capability of permitting interrogation during

any stage of the processing schedule. We have investigated in detail

Cs3 Sb, Na 2 Sb, and Na2 KSb(Cs). Cesium antimnide photoemitters (Cs Sb)

and Na 2KSb(Cs), the S20, are still used in most photoelectronic devices

inspite of the large amount of effort that has gone into developing

efficient Il-V photocathode surfaces. This was the primary motivation

for undertaking this study.

No work that we are aware of has studied the corr-elation of photo-

sensitivity with bonding and much of what ir reported here is new. We

have emphasized in this study the concept of the Auger Parameter, i.e.,

the energy difference between the better defined Auger electron and

photoelectron peak for an element, which gives information about the



extraatomic relaxation energy due to valence band polarizability at

different sites in the crystal lattice. This parameter being the

difference in energy between two peaks automatically eliminates any

surface charging effects due to highly resistive surfaces.

We have been able to conclusively demonstrate that the most

photosensitive alkali-antimonide surfaces are ionic semiconductors,

with a direct correlation between the degree of ionicity and photo-

sensitivity. We also show the dependence of photoemission threshold

on lattice constant and ionicity. We have also been able to deduce

using electron escape depth considerations that the most photosensitive

S20 surfaces consist of a surface layer of K 2CsSb upon a base layer of

Ma2 KSb and not a monolayer or two of Cs upon Na9,KSb as is commonly

thought. Na.KSb with a Cs monolayer produces surfaces of N100
pJa

whereas K2CsSb upon Na2 KSb gives surfaces >200 i.

To make this report as readable as possible most of the theory

and derivations are relegated to appendices.

This work was supported by the Army Research Office in Triangle

Park, North Carolina and this support is gratefully acknowledged. We

would like to thank in particular Dr. Horst Whitman of this office

for his patience and consideration throughout the tenure of this grant.
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t. INTRODUCTION

Since the discovory by Gorlicfh in 1936 that cesium antinonide

has a photosensitivity several orders of magnitude higher than the

photnoathodes known at that time, the compounds of antimony with the

alkali motals have be(ut the subject of considerablo technologica..l

and scientific reaearch.

In 1955 Sommer23 discovered that the Na, K bialkali antlhnonide,

Na KSb, has even higher sensitivity and extended spectral response (to2

the ree.). He also found that the addition of Cs to the Na 2KSb photo-

cathode improved further both photosensitivity and spectral response.

The Na2 KSb(Cs) or S20 photoemisoivo surface has been since then the

most efficient phot:ocathode in teclniology until the recent development

of II1-V Negative-Elactron Affinity (NEA) photocathode3.

Alkali antimonide photocathodes as Cs Sb, Na&KSb, KCsSb,

Na 2 YSb(Cs) are still very important i• tecluhology blcausu of their

relatively high quantum efficiency combined with a simpla synthesis.

The fact that they are easily produced in large extended areas and

their high efficiency in the Semitransparent mode uuiko theui irreplaceable

in image Lntonsijfer tubes and other. photoelectronic imaging devices.

Decause of thCe great chemical activity of t.he alkali metals and

even of Sb, alkali antimonide photocathodes have to be processed and

kept In very hi -i vacuum, their photoelectric properties are strongly

influenced by containinatioli from residual qases and substrate.

____ ___ _--



Their p'ýocessing procedure, found by trial and error, are based

on the alkali metal vapor pressure, and their rate of diffusion Jx

antimony and alkali antimonides, both increasing with atomic radius

flom Na tO Ca.

Usually the larger alkali A' is evaporated on a thin film of

Sb until peak photoresponse, when AiSb is formed. If A 2A'Sb is to be3m
formed the smaller alkali PA is then evaporated until peak photoresponse

again. This has been proved from the work of A. Sommer and references

3to other work may ba ftind in his book. The temperatures for the alkali

vapor reaction with the substrate are, 200-225 0 C for Na, t80-15)0'C for

K and Rb and 140-i70*C for Cs. At these temperatt res the vapor pressure

of the corresponding alkali is about 10-3 torr and the diffusion rate

is just enough to displace larger alkalis and to diffuse into the

substrate.

A summay of the properties of the alkali antimonides is given in

Table 1.1. These properties are taken from reference 3. A very

thorough and complete review of the work done until 1968 is also given

in this reference.

The crystal structure, gound from X-ray or electron diffraction,

is either cubic DO3 , Fig. i.i, or hexagonal Na 3Sb, Fig. 1.2. The

photoemission threshold i.i measured from the spectral dependence of the

photoemission yield. From conductivity and absorption spectra the band

gap can be determined.
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TABILE 1, 1

Sumary of proportion of A]YaAli Xiti-nida Photomathodes of tlw. typA (Na,KIM.,,Cs) :3 )2

Na S3Sb us 2 Wb I a N 2 I4Sb N 2 Coun ~

a-o5.37 C a.,-7.73
C ~51

gem 2.0 N .1.5

T-0. 02 Y -0.3 'T .,Q1 Y -0O.03

a 0 
3-1.a 01 - a

X2M&Sb t 3Sb M2 Th~b X2Sb

m a5S.61 H a-6.64 r!a-.6
C-10.93 col0.72

C unstwabl RT!02 0  V~2.0
jaO. 49 Gd1. Ge.

ntype -25 C)trzinni

Q14(C) I100 PA/lm
D-1.4 (H)_______ _--

n-type (C) ____3 ___ ______2 I C3Sb

Y a-0.07 (H) 8 a-6.32 I C
5 pA/la(H) C c-U.80
25 WAlm(C) 3 2 2 C .

t ZG301.2"
P-t~ype(C)
n-yf (H)

25Wu45 pA/la

C cubic, a., lattice constant (1) , Fig 1.1 C3S

8 he~taonal. occ lattice constants (1),. rig 1.2 C a.-9.14

2Tphotoemission threshold in eV E-.

LP band gap in *V Ge.

p-type
Y aximw* quatim ef ficien cy Y -0.2

30 pA/lm



Na K Sb
0 0

$

CUBIC DO03 -STRUCTURE OF Na 2 K Sb

rig 1. 1 Cubic Do Y- structure of' : t alkali antirnconides,

showing the two alkali. aearest neighbor distances

(arrows) for Sb-
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Nct K Sb

0 0 0

rHEXAGONAL Na 3Sb-STR'UCTURE OF K2NaSe-b

Fig 1.2 hlexagonal Na 3 Sb-structurs of Some. alkali antimoanides,

Na3 S K2 Nab, K 3Sb, Rb 3Sb, -howinq the th~ree alkali

nearest neighbor distances (arrows) for Sb.



Alkali antiloonides are believed to be n-type or p-type semi-

conductors because of excess or defect of alkali. It is also believed

that there is a correlation between cubic and p-type alkali antimanides.

Good photocathodes are cubic, p-type with surface states producing

favorable band beanding at the surface.

Alkali antimanides hawe large absorption constants, if compared

with the IXI-V semiconductor photoemitters, the absorption constant

is about one order of magnitude larger within a few tenths of an aV

from the absorption edge. They have also large refractive indices

about 3.0.

Since its discovery by Sonzer there has been some controversy

about the role of Cs in the Na 2 KSb(Cs) photocathode and about its

structure.

3
Spicer concluded from his measLrnments of optical and phct-,-

electric properties that Cs forms a monolayer on the surface of Ha 2Ksb.

Mac Carrol at al3 observed a small change in the lattice constant
0 0

from a = 7.73 A for Na 2 KSb to ao = 7.75 A for NaKSb(Cu), concluding

that about 1% by volume of Cs had been incorporated, in the voltnl.

Nimomiya et al3 found a lattice constant of 8.7 A.

Hoene3 reported upon the chemiual analysis of S-20 photocathodes.

He found that the Na to K ratio was significantly smaller than 2 to 1.

The Cs content was higher, about 10%, than normally assumed.

-6-
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First the scanning electron studies of Dowman et al3 and then the

3
X-ray diffraction studies of Dolizy et al , both "in situ", of the

finished photoemitting surface and processing of S-20 photocathodes,

finally suggested the S-20 as a polycrystalline, multiphase composite
structure of Na3Sb, NaS2bb, 2NaSb, 5Sb and 2CsSb. These studies

also show the large variations in the relative amounts present of each

phase dependinag on small variations in the proces:sing schedule.

Not too mucb attention has been dedicated in the past to elucidate

the type of binding in alkali antimonide crystals. The proposed models,

involve tw. types of bonds in the lattice of A 2A'Sb. (A2sb) formLng

a covalent structure through formation of (sp)3 hybridized orbitals with

fourfold coordination typical of fI-V covalent semiconductors and the
h

W e ions in the octahedrI holes of the covalent (A2 Sb) structure,

L.onded ionically. This appears to be the prevailing attitude regarding

these surfaqes. And it is in this area that our efforts were concentrated.

on the contrary we will present what we consider fairly conclusive

evidenct-, that the most photosensitive alkali-antimonide photocathodes

are ionic semiconductors. We demonstrate this first for Cs 3sb and then

later for the S20.

-- 7-



II. EXPERnENAL TE•CHN1IQUES

1. introduction

The system, which has been developed especially for processing

and XPS study of alkali antimonide photocathodes, is described in detail.

The electron energy analyzer was obtained from Varian Associates and is

described in detail Ln the literature. As such, this part of the

apparatus will be described only briefly.

2. The Photoc.Athode Preparation Chamber

A schematic diagram of the chamber 'i given in Fig. 2.1. It

consists of a stainless.-steel cylinder 13.0 cm by 10.5 cm dia., one

end of which can be sealed by a 6" (15.2 cm.) stainless-steel conflat

flange. Metal-ceramic feedthroughs mounted on this flange are used to

support a standard setup for photocathode processing. This consists of

(i) the various alkali channels; (ii) an antimony bead mounted on a

nickel wire; and (iii) a stainless-steel cylinder 2.5 cm by 2 cm die.

with a I cm wide lip. The small stainless-steel cylinder serves the

purpose of shielding the antimony head from alkali deposits and also

as the collecting electrode (anode) which allows one to monitor the

photocurrent while processing. The channels and the Sb--bead are heated

electrically from the outside. The alkali metals, because of their high

vapor pressure, reach the sample surface by diffusion, whereas Sb atoms,

being less mobile, are deposited along a line-of-sight.

-8-
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SAMPLE WANO

TO ANALYZER____________

GLASS REACTION VESSEL

GLASS WINDOW

Fig. 2.1 Schematic diagram of the Photocathode preparation chamber and the
mampie wand.
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A glass bulb, 7.8 cm by 5 cm dia., closed at one end and with

two 2 cm diameter holes opposite one another and 0.5 cm from the closed

end, covers the whole arrangement. The purpose of the bulb is to iso-

late the sample from the URV pump to a certain extent so that a

sufficiently high vapor pressure of the alkalis can be generated and

maidntained near the sample. This, however, does not obstruct the

attainment of an initial ultra-high vacuum (3 x -10 Torr) prior to

the deposition process, as the pumping cmn proceed through the open

end of the bulb. The two 2 cm diameter holes are necessary for the

inntroduction of the samp le want and its subsequent transfer to the

analyzer chamber for investigation. The bulb is surroun led by a

cylindrical oven, which is constructed out of 1/1000" (.0254 amm) thick

Molybdenum foil mounted with the help of ceramic stand-off insulators

on another stainless steel cylinder 10.5 cm by 9 cm dia. with a wall

thickness of 1/32" (0.79 mm). The latter is fixed with stainless-

steel legs and mounting screws to the I..nge. The oven is necessary

to achieve the proper temperature for processing. The supporting

cylinder improves the efficiency of heating by cutting down the radiation

loss. It has three 3 c. diameter holes on its curved surface, two

facing one another for passage of the sample wand as mentioned before,

and the other for providing a low-conductance path to the UHIV pump.

10- -



The above design permits a rapid dismantling and reassembly of

the constitutent parts when replacement of the exhausted channels and/or

the Sb-bead becomes necessary. The flat side of the outer stainless-

steel cylinder opposite the 6" (15.2 cm) flange is sealed with a stain-

less-steel plate 1/2" (1.27 cm) thick and on which a 2 3/4" (6.99 cm)

conflat flange has been welded. This flange is closed by a glass

window mounted on a similar flange. The window lets light into the

chamber and onto the sample surface, in order that the photocurrent can

be measured while processing continues.

The curved side of the outer cylinder- has also three ports

terminated by 2 3/4" conflat flanges. Of these, two, situated opposite

one another, permits the preparation chamber to be conneoted through a

straight-thlrough valve to the analyzer chabber on the one side, and

through a polyimide low-conductance seal, to the backing pressure

chamber on the other. The third port, at right angles to the other two,

permits connection to the 80 litres/sec. U!JI pump. Heating tape is

wound around the preparation chamber. Tn addition to helping one carry

out a proper degassing of the inner walls of the chamber, this allows,

in conjunction with the inner oven and sample heater, the temperature

to be raised to a preset value.

3. The Sample Wand

The sample wand permits easy transfer of the sample from the

preparation chamber to the analyzer and vice versa, while maintaining

both chambers in ultra-high vacuum. it is important to keep the two

i - 1.1 -



chambers separate as any deposit of the alkali metals on the analyzer

parts can change its work function and, as a result, its calibration.

The wand also serves to hold the sample heating cartridge and the

thermocouple for measuring the sample temperature.

A schematic diagram is given in Fig. 2.1. A stainless-steel

tube, 1/2" (1.27 cm) outer diambter by 1.5 meters long and .09S"

(2.413 mm) wall thickness is welded onto a stainless-steel "head"

constructed out of a stainless-steel rod of the same diameter and 2 3/4"

(6.99 cm) long. The other end of the rod is cut longitudinally into

half up to a length of 1 1/8" (2.86 cm). The flat side thus obtained

is used to hold thle sample substrate with the help of a 3/8" by 5/8"

(9.53 mm by 15.88 mm) stainless-steel frame and mounting screws. It

has also a 1/4" (6.34 mm) dia. hole drilled at the center to allow

light to be incident on the photocathode from the substrate side when

it is to be used in the semitransparent mode.

The heater cartridge and the tip of the thermocouple are positioned

inside cylindrical holes drilled inside the solid stainless-steel

head so that they are situated as near the substrate as possible.

This iie especially important for the thermocouple as it is necessary

to measure the substrate temperature as accurately as possible for

proper processing of the photocathode. The cartridge is in the fo-rm

of a cylinder 1/4" (.635 cm) dia. by 1" (2.54 cm) long and has a

capacity of 100 watts. The thermocouple is a standard chromel-alumel

type mounited inside a stainless-steel sheath 1/16" (1.59 M) in diameter.

The connections for the cartridge and the thermocouple are brought out-

side through the hollow, part of the sample wand.

- 12 -



4. The X-ray Source

The X-ray source was designed so that it can project inside the

analyzer chamber with the anode situated as close to the sample surface

as practicable. This is to ensure a sufficiently high X-ray intensity

being incident on the sample.

Figure 2.2 shows the arrangement. The anode is a hollow wedge-

shaped piece of copper, 1 3/4" (4.45 cm) long and with a cross-section

roughly equal to 1/4" (.635 imm) square, on which highly pure (99.9999%)

Aluminum is deposited to a thickness of about 25 vim by sputtering. This

particular arrangement is used to provide adequate cooling of the anode

surface. The cooling water passes through two 1 / 4 " (6.35 mm) copper

t-ubes welded to the side of the anode. The cathode consists of two

tungsten filaments .0M7" (.18 mm) di&. and 1 1/2" (3.81 cm) long situ.-

ated at a distance of 1/8" (3.13 nm) from each other and parallel to

each other and the anode. There is a grounded shield of tantalum in

between the anode and the tungsten filaments, which produces a suitable

distribution of field lines in order that the emitted electrons follow

a curved trajectory and strike t!he proper (oblique) face of the anode.

The whole assembly is encased in a grounded stainless-steel housing.

The purpose of the housing is twofold, first, it isulates the UI1V

analyzer chamber from the relatively higher pressure present (:308

'Torr) aear the (hot) X-ray source. Secondly, the positively charged

1- 3 -
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pig. 2.2 S&hematic diagrain of tile X-ray source. A, Copper .-\iiode; F.
Tungsten• Rilaments.
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anode produces a correspondl-ig negatively chaxged image, the repulsive

effect of which serves to confine the -lectrons to the space bei.tween

the housing and the anode. Thus, thermally enItted electroon which

would otherwise be lost are brought back aaxd forced to tr;.%a v -2 i

anode, thereby ixicreaa'.ng the efficiancy of kthe X-xny soE vk.Ue of

the two separately positioned fl.aments i:ttad o.t only onq vd'as found

necessary to counteract the space-charge effects whch .vent one from

drawing a sufficiently high anode current (and tneraby obtaining enough

X-ray intensity) with a reasonable amount of heating current in the

cathode.

The anode cooling tube (which also serves as the electrical.

connection to tha anode) and the cathode terminals are brought out

through appropriate ceramic feedthroughs mounted on a 6" (15.2 cm)

conflat flange. A bent piece of standard 1 1/2" (3.81 cm) dia.

stainless-steel vacuum tubing, also welded to the flange, connects the

assembly to a 20 liter/see. Vacion pump. The pressure obtained in the

X-ray chamber, after pump-down and necessary bakeout was 6 x 10-8 Torr.

A 12 KV, 100 mA Power Supply which also supplies the heating

current for the filament was obtained from Varian Associates. The Power

Supply also han provisions tro regulate the filahient hoating current so

that the anode current can be maintained at a constant, presel value.

With a filament current of 5 amps, an X-ray current of 100 mA could be

easily obtained at 12 W.
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5. The Energy Analyzer

The Electron Energy Analyzer (EEA) is the same as used in the

Varian TM, spectrometer. It consists of a double-sphere electrostatic

deflector followed by a cylindrical condenser. The spherical

conductors, which occupy the region between polar angles (with the

sample-image line as axis) 450 and 1350, have diameters of 6 1/2"

(16.51 cm) and 8" (20.32 cm). ThT cylindrical condenser has the

following specifications: inner cylinder, 3 1/2" (8.89 cm) by 1 3/4"

(4.45 cm) dia.; outer cylinder, 4 1/2" (11.43 cm) by 3 3/4" (9.53 cm)

dia. (all of the above figures represent outside dimensions for the

inn•er electrode and vice versa). The electrons coming from th, sample

are focused, first on the exiL slit of the. spherica. analyzer, and

then focused again, after passage through the condenser, upon the

electron multiplier. To provide for the correciton of any mismatch

between the imaqe formed by the spherical analyzer and the corresponding

exit slit, a set of eight sector-shaped electrodes are used, the

potential of which can be varied individually to obtain the maximum

sensitivity. All the necessary electrode potentials are derived from

a Hewlett-Packard 6116A Power Supply and a suitably designed voltage

divider. By changing the output voltage of the power supply, the

nominal voltage for which the analyzer is set can also be adjusted

from 10-100 eV. The total linewidth is approximately I eV taking into

account thxe contribution frcm the Alka X-ray line.
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Fig. 2. 3 Block diagram of the complete experimental set-up.
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The unual method Of recording, mn XPS spectrum is to vary the

retzairn, voltage applied to the photoeutitte4 electrons -Aith reapect

to tJxw, kaepinq the analyzer electxodeas ad a cnstant potential.

This menthod has the following two ad•'antages: (i) the eeeolution of

the spectrometer rewAins the same at all portions of the spectruUM;

and (ii) the wet depende.ce of sensitivity is inversely proportional

to rhe analyzer enerTI, which smazis that retardation has aa enhancing

effecat on the sensitivity.

6. 'lte Elect-Cau C4unter

A blc<ýc diagram of the courating arrangement appears in Fig. 2.3.

7h~e pttrporm•u of thbe coimeter is to develop a voltage w'h.-ch "I

proport-ional to the nunkmr of elo-ctz-ons axrrivi.ng per second through

An EMI 9603/2.a typJe electran nrultiplier tube (PMT) in nW,2nted

inside the analyzer assembly so that the alectrons coming out of the

walyzer axe focuspxl on it. The dynodes of the EHT are coolected,

t/wrough a. resistor chain also situated in URV, to a 4 kV, 501) VA Power

Supply.

"Vie output pulses from the FVT have a height of the order of

300 Way. These are first passed through a discriminator, which has an

adjustable leve.1 iettlng. Thus, only those pulses which have a height

equal to or grxeater than a specified value (usually 100 mV) appear at

the output of the discrtninator. The discriminator output is a serias

1i-



of puls-s of nstant height (5 V). These are then used to trigger a

ne-ahot mizJitibrator, whose tJie period can be varied from 0.5 gs to

400 ".' in 12 4upproximately equal steps (Fig. 2.4).

T'he DC component of thae one-shot imltivibrator output is a

measure of the repetition frequency of the pulses, i.e., the number of

elaect-onas arzivinq t!hrotgh the analyzer per second. These are fed

into an active filter built around an NE 536 Op Amp (Fig. 2.5), the

time constant of th/e filter being variable in 6 steps from 20 seconds

.o .1 sec. The 11iter has provision for offset adjustment of the out-

put loit;lae by 0.1 V. The filter output is connected to the Y-

ter-tinals of an X-Y recorder for recording the XPS spectra.

7,. The Variable Retarding Voltage Generator

The retarding (positive) voltage, applied to the sample cage and

the sample wand, has to be varied over a certain range to scan a

definite portion of the photoemission spectrum of the same width. This

is achieved by connecting a precision variable setting power supply in

series with a ramp generator.

The power supply is a COHU model 326 programmable DC voltage

standard, with a precision of less than 50 mY, and whose output can be

set from 0 to +1355 volts in steps of I volt. The ramp generator is

shown in Fig. 2.6. It is a simple Miller integrator built out of an

Analog Device I18A precision Op Amp and an RCA 40012 field-effect tran-

sistor. The output of the ramp generator varies from 0 to 100 V with

the rate of increase of voltage variable from 25 V/sec. to .005/sec.

in 12 roughly equal steps.

1- 19 -
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8. The Sample Cage

The Sample Cage, which is also connected to the variable re-

tarding voltage, acts as an electrostatic shield around the sample.

In this way, electrons coming out from different parts of the sample

experience the same retarding potential. The cage is built out of

.03" (.76 m) thick perforated stainless-steel, with holes cut out

in it to permit X-ray and UV beams to be incident on the sample

(Fig. 2.2).

9. Preparation of the Photocathodes

Fifteen Cs Sb photocathodes of 25 - 100 Lla ten Na KSb of3 2EM' 2

30-50 zha t Na2ty Ifte2Mb(Cs) (S20) of 100-250 five Na3 Sb, five

Na 3Sb(Cs), and five K3 Sb phatoemitting surfaces were studied. They

were prepared by variations of the techniques described by A. Sommer

in his book "Photoemissive Materials". Their properties ire described

in following portions of this report.

Prior to the actual deposition of a photosurface, the preparation

chamber was subjected to a degassing bake-out according to the

following schedule. First, the current in the three heaters were

slowly increased, over a period of about six hours, until the temperatures

of the outside wall of the chamber and the substrate reached nearly

2500C and 4004C, respectively. The channels were then outgassed by

passing currents through them successively until they fired for 1 minute.

The chaannel currents were the shut off. The system was then allowed to

-23-
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bake out for 24 hours at the same temperature settings. Finally, the

heating currents were turned down so that the proper temperatures

necessary for processing were reached.
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III. X-RAY PHOTOEMISSION sTu~tiEs or CIESIM ANTIMMJIDE PHOTOEMITTEPS

1. Introduction

X-ray photoemission spectra (XPS) of cesium anti-onide 1 6 photo-

surfaces prepared in• ultrahigh vacuum on pyrex, suprasil quartz and

stainless steel substrates have been measured. The experiments

indicate that the results for these surfaces axe the same for cesium

antimanide photocathodes as well as for the S20. Cesium antimonide

but not S20 surfaces were also prepared in an HP 5950A ESCA spectro-

meter with monachromatized AiMm. Other than improved resolution (0.8

eV vs. 0.6 eV) with the HP unit no differences were observed between

the spectra b"inod wh the two instriiments. The spectral yield

measurexents were taken with a-calibrated tungsten light source and

filters. Corrections were made for the transmission of light through

the glass windows on the vacuum chambers but reflection losses were

neglected. Those features of XPS that are associated with a high

photosensitivity were studied in the following manner. A Cs 3 Sb photo-

surface was prepared and then progressively destroyed by baking it at

progressively higher temperatures (>150 0C). This was done because

experiments indicated that whether the photosensitivity was produced

by "processing" (these procedures have been discussed previously 3) or

heating a processed surface to produce one of lower sensitivity, the

results are essentially the same. The photosensitivity and the XPS

data were recorded after every step.
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2. Results and Discussion

A very close relationship between the Intensity of the CsSs-

level XPS peak and the photosensitivity was found to exist. A

high photosensitivity was invariably associated with an extremely

weak CsSs peak. As the photosensitivity dropped as a result of

baking, the Cs5s peak increased in intensity. These results axe

shown in Fig. 3.1 where the ratio of the area under the Cs5s peak.

to that of the nearby CsSp peak is plotted as a function of log,0

photosensitivity in microamps per lumen. This shows an almost

linear relationship over five orders of magnitude for the photo-

sensitiv.. b.y.

Satellite peaks were observed very clearly on the lower-kinetic-

energy side of the strongest Cs3d peaks, and less prominently to the

left of the other Cs and Sb 4d peaks. These were separated from..the

main peak positions by about 7 eV. They were also obsenvable most

clearly with a good photosensitive surface. They were identified as

being due to excitation of plasma oscillations of the valence-band

electrons produced by the passage of the photoexcited electron through

the solid. An attempt will now be made to explain these results.

The crystal structure of Cs 3Sb was originally determined by Jack

and Wachtel.7 Their structure was somewhat disordered compared to the

one that is currently accepted as being associated with the most

-26-
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photosensitive surfaces. 6 ' 8 ' 9 We show the latter in Fig. 3.2. All

research to date has described the most photosensitive Cs3Sb as a

"normal valency" intormatallic compound, beiing classified as neither

wholly ionic, nor metallic, Jack and Wachtel7 had aome of the Cs

covalently bonded to Sb and some as Cs This is the commonly accepted

theory for this surface. From a close look at the results obtained

with XPS, this conjecture does not appear to be a correct one for the

following reasons.

The loss of intensity of CsSe peaks is explained as being due to

cs being present in the substance mostly as Cs + ions. Cs and Sb have

a fairly large electronegativity difference (1.2). Thus there is a

strong tendency for charge separatioa from the Cs to the Sb.

The photoexcitation of a 5s electron in Csa ion is accompanied

by a large probability of coafiguration interaction (CI) of the excited

state with a large number of possible final states which, although

having the same values of the quantum numbers L,S(total), differ in their

individual electronic configuration. Since the alkali metal ions are

isoelectronic with the rare gases, one expects from atomic considerations

similar behavior with regard to the production of satellite structure.

Similar existence of strong sat&ellites with accompanying loss of

intensity of the main peak have been observed in other alkali ions

in the alkali halides and in closed-shell atoms such as Xe. Xe is

isoelectronic with Cs+ and the peak positions and intensities are found

-28-
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to match very well (Fig. 3.3). We do not observe the satellites in

cesium antimonide because of the presence of the Sb4d that obscures

them.

The fact that in a good Cs 3 Sb photocathode, the Cs5s peak is

quite weak indicates that almost all of the Cs is present as Cs ions.

Cs metal itself has a fairly strong Ss peak. Thus, if any nonionized

Cs were present a reasonably intense CsSs peak would be observed. It

is probable that as the photosurface ia destroyed by baking, Cs+ ions

diffuse towards the surface, giving rise to a thin surface film of

metallic Cs which is responsible for the gradual rise i-. the Cs5s peak

intensity with decreasing photosensitivity.10 This agrees with our

observations that as the surface is destroyed by baking, the Cs and

Sb shift to their free metal values.

W. E. Spicer4 found in his photoconductivity studies on Cs 3Sb

photoemitters ionic conduction to he the overwhelming conduction taking

place.

we measured the Auger parameters for Cs in Csa thin films and

Cs in the photosensitive Cs3Sb surfaces and found 191.0 eV and 190.25

eV respectively, both results evidence for the Cs+ model we are proposing.

We also note in passing that we have been referring to Cs+ as though

whole electronic charges are transferred. What we really mean is that

the dominant character is ionic with 1,0.6 to 0.0 electronic charges

being trwi.sferred as in the case of CsAu, an ionic semiconductor, where

-30-
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t tthe calculated charge transfer from t.Iu Ca to the Au was found from the

experimental dAta to be •0.6+0.2) electronic aharges°.1 2

Additional evidence for the ionic character of cesium antimonide

is given in Fig. 3.4 whemr we show the XPS data for the valence band

and the Cs5p, CaSe, and Sb4ds core levela for a 3ood cesium antimonide

photoemitter. As can be seen from the figure the valence band (Sb5p)

is approximately 2 eV wide. This is to be contrasted with the valence

band for Sb metal which is approximately 5.5 aV in width. The shape

and width of the valence band can be compared with the valence band of

LaSh which is also r-riangular in shape and 2 eV wide. 13 EaSb is au

ionic compound with the rack• salt crystal Thctt_-e. "here is a

reasonably clear splitting of about 0.4 eV in the XPS data corre~pondihng

to the two different tyas of Cs-atoms (marked I znd I -in Fig. 3.2).

This is shown in Pig. 3.5 for the Ca4d doublet. Experiments perfcrmed

on the flP 5950 ESCk spectroiaeter with mzaochromatized ALKM on two good

cesium antimanide surfaces with one inclined 22-1/20 with resp0ct to

the other, showed that the same two Cs configurations existed in the

surface region as well as in the bulk. If there is an additional Cs

configuration on the surface, the present technique Is not capable of

revealing it, either through lack of resolution, or it is obscured

(because -f its low intensity by the main cesium peaks.

The inherently large width (N1.4 eV at half-maximum) of the XPS

peaks made any definite conclusion about the extent of band-bending
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at the surface of the photoemitter somewhat tenuous. A band-banding

of 0.5 eV, which might produce a large change in the photoemission

threshold and the yield, would barely be detectable by our methad.

We have noted the following however. The shifts of all cesium core

levels measured (3d's 4d's, 5s and 5p) were all negative with respect

to the free metal binding energy value. The shift wAs I eV for surfaces

with photosensitivitieas in th*A 100 to 15 Ra range (good to fair

photoemitters) and 0.75 eV for surfaces with photosensitivities of 3

ja
to 5 E- (poor). As the photosensitivity decreased to very small values

(10 ýt) both cesium and antimony core levels shifted to their free

mtal binding enerqy values, iridicative of a separation of cesium and

antimony into separate laxers with the cesium as the surface layer.

Here one can no longer speak of a cesium antimonide photoemitter.

The band-bending region in cesium antimonide photoamitters has

been estimated to be N60 A to 100 A in depth. An XPS samples depths

of •20 A it is vary difficult using this technique to determine the

effects of band-bending. However, one might infer its effac-t from the

0.25 -eV change in binding energy as the photosensitivity varied from
jia

100 to 5 H . But as structural changes are most likely occurring over

this range of phot6sensitivity also, it may not be possible to determine

the effects of band-bending alone on photosensitivity without measuring

it separately such as with a kelvin probe.
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it is of interest that the cesium binding energy is smaller. in

the compound, relative to the free metai, where because of the

charge transfer of a laxge fraction of an electronic charge to the

antimony you would expect a larger one. This is not an isolated

incident. For example, the Pb4f binding energy of PbO2 is lower than

that of PbO14 despite a more positive charge expected to reside on the

Pb4+ of PbO2 compared to that on the Pb2+ ion of PbO. Another example

are the Nals binding energies in Na metal, Nal and NaF. The latter

two are lower by about 1 and 3 eV, respectively despite the positive

15
charge expected to reside on the Na atom in the two very ionic compounds.

mn soljd- ¶dlth predominantly ionic bonding as exists in good cesium

antimonide photoemitters, the polarization energy will be large and

since the binding energy will be reduced by a corresponding amount it

is quite possible that a smaller binding energy in the solid will occur

for an electron in an atom than when the atom is free. This could

explain the negative shift of the cesium core levels with respect to

the free metal values. We cannot discount the fact that in these

experiments we have chosen the Fermi level as our reference energy.

A-s this energy at the surface of a semiconductor can vary ccnsiderably

the negative shifts could be a reflection of these variations. A

better reference for these measurements would be the vacuum level which

would require measuring the position of the Fermi level at the surface.

These uncertainties concerning core do not affect the results of this

work.
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Using Scofield's 16 photoionizatio cross section data we obtain

Ca =2.8 - 2.9. This indicates a stoichiometric excess of Sb over

cesium from that given by Cs 3Sb. This is consistent with the model

of this surface3 in which acceptor levels due to a slight stoichio-

metric excess of Sb are responsible for the long wavelength threshold

occurring at a value slightly below the 1.6 eV bandgap value. This

result is shown in Fig. 3.6. where the spectral yield of a typical

cesium antimonide photoemitter produced in our experimental arrangement

is compared with one from Spicer's work.4

it is interesting to note that Cs 3Sb, although having predominantly

ionic character, has a low b •-•d-IaP of 1.6 eV. The energy difference

between the Cs6s and the SbSp (outerost) energy levels is about 3.7 eV.

One can explain the observed low bandgap by noting the close proximity

of the Cs +ions among themselves (nearest neighbor distance - 3.96 A)

which splits and broadens the Cs6s levels, so that the bottom of this

(conduction) band is lowered towards the top of the valence (Sb5p) band.

To demonstrate the validity of this assertion, we show in Fig. 3.7

a band-structure calculation of the r - L part of the reciprocal lattice

of Cs 3 Sb performed by Walter Harrison17 according to his Bond-Orbital

model. Basically, it is a tight-binding calculation taking into account

only the Cs6s and SbSp states, and interactions between nearest neighbors

and next-nearest-neighbors only. The energy eigenvalues are obtained

from Hartree-Fock (Hermann-Skillman) calculations. In Harrison' s model,

the interaction matrix elements vary with internuclear distance d as d-2.

- 37 -
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ilowever, use of the same proportionality constants that are found to

apply for most of the compounds as given by Harrison18 pushes the

bottom of the Cs6s hand below the top of the Sb5p level, leading to

zero bandgap, i.e., metallic behavior, which is not the case. The

s-s matrix elements were thus scaled by a factor of 0.47 in order to

give the correct value of the bandgap. This is justified by the fact

that Cs compounds do not fit quantitatively very well into the general

scheme of the Bond-Orbital model. Figure 8 is only presented to show

how the interaction between Cs atoms caA decrease the bandgap by such

a large extent. The fact that this interaction has to be scaled by a

factor of 2 so that the bandgap does not collapse to zero lends further

support to the above argument.

This combination of the two characteristics usually not found

together (lonicity and small bandgap) is perhaps what makes Cs 3Sb

(and other alkali and multialkali antimonides) a sensitive photoemitting

substance. The small bandgap makes it possible to excite electrons in

the conduction band with visible light. The ionic character ensures a

rapid rise of the optical absorption coefficient at the threshold,

resulting in the electrons excited very near the surface (at distances

of the order of the escape depth) and also making the effect of nonuniformities

in the substance less important.
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IV. BOND IONICITY AMD ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE OF ALKALI ANTI14ONIDE
PHOTOCATHODES FROM XPS

4.1 . S SPectra of Valence Band Rion.

Typical valence band region spectra for some alkali antimonide

photocathodes are shown in Figs. 4.1 to 4.5. Identified structures

are labeled. The Sb4d3 / 2 ,52, CSSP 1/ 2 ,3/2, K3p are clearly core-like

with very little broadening apart from spin-orbit doublet splitting

(0.5 eV) and instrumental resolution. The Na2p level just happens to

be under the Sb4d peak. The valence band has been labeled Sb5p since,

it is essentially the atom-like 5p levels of Sb, strongly localized on

3-
the Sb ions.

The valence band is quite flat and very well separated from the

Sb5s level and the less bonded alkali p levels. The Cs6s, K4s and

Na3s levels should be at a few eV above Sb5p levels formxig the

conduction band. The apparently no admixture of alkali ion levels

into the valence band formed by the Sb5p levels would require the

transfer of almost one electron, showing the strong ionic character of

alkali. antimonides.

The possibility of a covalent bond through formation of (sp)

hybridized orbitals is completely rejected.

For comparison, the XPS valence band region spectrum of a typical

ionic solid, Csi, is shown in Fig. 4.6, taken also in our spectrometer.

The similarity with alkali antimonide spectra is clear, in particular

with respect to Cs3 Sb, due to the iso-electronic structure of I and

Sb3- ions.
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As a comparision the spectrum of Sb, a semimetal, is shown in Fig.

4.7. The broadening of the valence band and interaction with the 5s

levels are clear.

For further illustration the valence and conduction band density
19

of states in Cs 3Sb as determined by Spicer and the valence band of

Sb metal from XPS by Ichikawa 2 0  are shown together in Fig. 4.8.

4.2 Analysis of Electron Binding Energies from XPS

4.2.1 Sodium in Alkali Antimonides. Comparison with Alkali Halides

Table 4.1 lists experimental Nals absolute binding energies

(referenced to the vacuum level) and Auger parameters for alkali halides

and antimonide photocathodes, for Na metal, atomic Na, and Na+ free ion.

Both, from our experimental results and from data in the literature

(photoelectron and X-ray data) relative binding energies among orbitals

in an atom are constant within experimental error (0.5 eV), independent

of atomic, ionic or metal state, in agreement with the point charge

electrostatic approximation. These relative binding energies have

been used whenever the Nals level (or !U2P3 /2' Cs3d 5 / 2 ' Sb3d 5 /2, below)

was not directly given in the literature.

Photocathode Nals binding energies were obtained from our

experimental measurements referenced to the valence band peak, plus 1.5

eV for valence band width, plus 3.0 eV for photoemission threshold. A

valence band width of 1.5 eV is in agreement with our XPS data and known

values for ionic solids. The photoemission threshold given in the

literature, 2.0 eV for Na 2KSb and 1.5 eV for Na KSb(Cs), were measured
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for photon energies in the UV and Visible range with photoemission

escape depths at least one order of magnitude larger than. in XPS,

and include band bending effects and KCsSb-surface layer effects for

Na2 KSb(Cs) (see next section).

The Madelung crystal potential for the cubic DO3 structure is

calculated in Appendix D and its value for Na in Na 2KSb is shown in

Table 4.1.

21
Crystal electronic polarization energies e *•(-l/e)/r were

computed for a refractive index n=3.0 and polarization effective

radius r-0.5 R. The values of n are known to vary from sample to

sample, probably due to errors in thickness measurements, from 2.5

27to 3.5. In Mott and Littleton treatment of polarization energy the

polarization effective radius for cations is about 0.6R in alkali

halides, and sone-hat smaller fo-r Wa, so the extreme value 0.5R has

been used.

Extraatomic relaxation energies calculated from Auger parameter

shifts are also shown in Table 4.1. They seem to be a little larger

than values predicted by Mott and Littleton theory even for rO0.SR.

Table 4.1 lists also calculated binding energies for the sodium

halides and alkali antimonide photocathodes predicted by the point

charge electrostatic model assuming total ionicity and extraatomic

relaxation energies both, measured from Auger parameter shifts, and

calculated from crystal electronic polarizability.
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For týhe alkali halides a very good agreement is obtained between

experimental and calculated values. This not only proves the validity

of the ionic model for alkali halides, but also proves the validity

1 Lof the approximation 2 for the extraatomic relaxation energy.2 R

For the alkali antimonide photocathodes the absolute binding

energies are approximately explained. The difference of 1.0 - 1.5 eV

has no quantitative meaning, since the absolute binding energies are

not exactly known and large errors are probably involved in their

somewhat arbitrary estimation. There is no total ionicity and charge

transfer is less than 1.0, but it cannot be estimated from absolute

binding energies.

In order to avoid systematic errors in absolute binding energies,

charge transfer may be calculated from Nals-Sb3d 5 / 2 relative binding

energies, that are directly measured from XPS spectra. In this case

the Sb3ds/2 binding energy for the Sb3- ion is not known experimentally,

but it may be extrapolated from known values for atomic Sb and Sb+, Sb-

free ions, see Section 4.2.4 and Table 4.4.

Thus, for Na2 sb, from our experimental XPS data and from data in

Tables 4.1 and 4.4

NalsSb3d 5 / 2AEfa(free ion - atom) - kq - 31 eV (q=l)

LA(AqI/R) - AE• = -28.Aq - 2.7 (eV)

Nals,Sb3dS/ 2A B(Na 2 KSb - atom) = -0.2 eV

= 31Aq - 28Aq - 2.7 (eV)
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Therefore, if about the same charge transfer is assumed for K

Aq - 0.8

Thia value is expected to be just an approximate estimation

since this calculation is very sensitive to small errors in the

binding energies, 4q is obtained from the difference of two large

quantities NIO and the Sb 33d binding energy is not exactly5/2

known. aut its value is expected to be 512 eV (Table 4.4) or more

since the ionic radius increase significantly from Sb0 to Sb3 - Thus

the charge transfer should be at least 0.8.

This charge transfer may be compared with expected ionicity.

The Pauling definition of ionicity, based on elemental electronegativities

(calculated from empirical heats of. formation), yields

fp N 1 21
fR • -exp(- (XSb-XNa) 0.8

from Xs bl.9, X Na0.9, NUl, M-4, for Na with valence I and four Sb

nearest neighbor ions. This relatively large ionicity would imply a

large charge transfer in good agreement with our estimation.

If a 0.8 charge transfer is assumed, the calculated absolute

binding energy is

Nals E. = 1075.9 eV for Na 2KSb
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4.2.2 Potaslum in Alkali Antimonides. Comparison with Alkali Halides

Table 4.2 suamarizes an analysis of K2p3/ 2 binding energy data

analogous to the one done for Nals in previous section. In this case

only the Auger parameter for KR is well known. The Auger parameter

for Wi1 has been calculated from photoelectron and Auger data from

different workers, thus it is subject to larger errors. In order to

estimate the unknown value of the Auger parameter for atomic K, it

has been calculated to fit experimental data for KF and KCl. Values

in Table 4.2 calculated using this estimation are shown in parenthesis.

Photocathode K2p3/ 2 binding energies were obtained from our

measurements referenced to the valence band peak, plus 1.5 eV for

valence band width, plus 3.0 eV for photoemission threshold, as was

discussed in the case of Na, above.

crystal field energies were calculated from known values of

lattice and Madelung constants for K halides, and in Appendix D

for the photocathodes. For Na2 KSb(Cs) the Madelung potential was

calculated for K2 Cssb.

As in the case of Na, the agreement between experimental anc.

calculated binding energies for the alkali halides is very good.

For the alkali antimonides, the difference betw .en calculated

and experimental values seems mostly due to

1a) the calculated extraatomic relaxation energies :ý-oi are

too small compared with values for Na+, in spite of Na4 and K radii

are comparable with respect to Sb3- radius, moreover, relaxation energies
+

for Cs are even larger, see section 4.2.3 below. This might be due
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-. 1 W

to erorr in the estimation of atomic K Auger parameter. And

b) the theoretical MAdelung crystal potential at the K site in

the Na2,KSb structure is very s=all, aboUmt 2 ev smaller than at the

Na site, such a difference woald be noticeable in XPS of C3 3Sb, but

this is not theo case. This will be discussed further below.

Thus, assuming E, a 4.5 eV, and for Na2 KSb(Cs) an intermediate

value 4qO/R a 6.Siq eV, the calculated binding energies for Aq = 0.8

are

=p /2r:., 297.2 eV calculated for Na2KSb

296.9 eV calculated for K2CsSb in Na2KSb(Cs)

in relatively good agreement with cxperimental values in Table 4.2.

Experimental reiAtive binding energies are

Sb3ds/2,K2P 3 / 2Ar!, - 233.1 eV exp. foA- Na2 KSb

S233.4 eV exp. for Naa2 KSb(Cs)

" 232.9 eV exp. for K3 Sb

Using the 3ame assumptions as before, the calculated values are

Sb3d 5 /2,K2p 3 /2A A 234.1 aV calculated for Na2 KSb

- 232.4 eV calculated for Na2,KSb(Cs)

The difference fromt experiinental values, about I ev, is comparable

with errors involved.
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4.2.3 Cesium in Alkali Antimonides. Comparison with Alkali Halides

Table 4.3 summarizes an analysis of Cs3d 5 / 2 binding energy data

analogous to the ones done in previous sections. tn this case no

Auger parameter data is available in the literature. The only available

data are from measurements in our laboratory on Csl and Cs vapor

deposited on stainless steel. The Auger parameter of atomic Cs has

been calculated to fit experimental data for Csl and Cs metal. Values

in Table 4.3 calculated using this estimation -. shown in parenthesis.

Photocathode Cs3d5/2 binding energies were obtained from our

measurements referenced to the valence band peak, plus 1.5 eV for

valence band width, plus 3.0 eV for photoemission thireshold, as was

discussed in the case of Na, above.

Crystal polarization energies e2 21-/c)/r were calculated for

n=3.0 and r--0.6R, following Mott and Littleton theory.

For the alkali antimonides, the Madelung crystal potential

calculated for the two possible sites in the cubic DO3 structure,

Appendix D, means an energy difference of about 2 eV that is not shown

in the XPS spectra of Cs 3 Sb, where even a difference of 1 eV would be

noticeable in the peak width. So, either the charge transfer or the

ion position or both are self adjusted to produce the same binding

energy. Therefore, an intermediate value for the Madelung potential

has been calculated in Table 4.3. In the case of Na 2KSb(Cs) the crystal

field was calculated for K 2CsSb, the relatively good agreement shown
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with experimental values supports the theory of Cs in K2CsSb phase for

Cs in Na 2KSb(Cs) photocathodes (next section).

For the Cs halides nearly total ionicity explains the observed

shifts within experimental error, as in the studies of Na and K

halides before.

For the alkali antimonide photocathodes the agreement between

calculated and experimental values is relatively good. For a charge

transfer of Aq-O.8, the calculated values are

Cs3d5/2 EB 729.3 eV calt. for Na2 KSb(Cs)

= 728.9 eV calc. for Cs 3 Sb

and the agreement is again very good.

From our experimental measurements, the Cs, Sb relative electron

binding energies are

Cs3ds/2,Sb3d 5/2AEB = 199.1 eV exp. for Na 2Sb(Cs)

- 199.6 Na 3Sb(Cs)

- 198.6 Cs 3Sb

The calculated values, for Aq-O.8, are (see Table 4.4).

Cs3d s/2,b3d5/2 EB = 199.9 eV calc. for Na 2KSb(Cs)

= 200.7 CS 3Sb
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The larger disagreement for Cs Sb could be explained by more ionicity

3

and charge transfer in this case.

4.2.4 Antimony in Alkali Antimonides. Photoemission Threshold Delendenc

on Lattice Constant and Monicity

From available Sp binding energy data for free Sb, Sb, and Sb ,

a value for Sb3- free ion may be extrapolated

=+

Sb+3d5/2 ED = +7.9 eV (experimental)

Sb M 0

Sb a -7.6 (experimental)

Sb 2  -- 7.6-7.3 (extrapolated)

Sb- = -7.6-7.3-7.0 (extrapolated)

3-Thus we expect Sb 3d /2 Etd be at least 512. eV, (see Table 4.4)

since the valence shell radius increases significantly from Sb0 to
Q b3-

Sb3-. 'The atomic radius for Sb is 1.6 A, the Sb ionic radius is

2.5 A.L

From the Sb metal shift and Auger parameter, see Table 4.4 the

Auger parameter for the atomic state could be estimated to be 502 eV,

but Sb in FrSbF6 has an Auger parameter of 500.7 eV. if intraatomic

relaxation energy differences among different ions are neglected, the

atomic Sb Auger parameter should be at most 500.5 eV. This estimation

is in good agreement with calculated polarization energies for alkali

antimonides, Table 4.4. These energies were calculated for n-3.0

and r=O.9R.
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Experizwntal absolute binding energies for the photocathodes

were obtained as always from our maasurements referenced to the valence

band peak, plus 1.5 eV for valence band width, plus 3.0 eV for photo-

emission threshold. Table 4.4 Just shows that the photocathode-

valence band is the SbSp levels at 525.3 eV from Sb3ds/ 2 .

Crystal field for Sb in K2 CsSb was calculated in the case of

Na2 KSb (Cs) photocathode.

Calculated values are very good on the average. They show a

trend, large values correlated with small lattice constant through a

larger crystal potential. This implies a parallel behavior of the

valence band and photoemission threshold. Using Sb3d 5 / 2 ,5p 4EB - 525.3 eV

and a valence band width of 1.5 eV, the calculated values for the photo-

emission threshold are

ET = 4.4 eV for Na 2MSb

-2 26 K2CsSb

- 1.4 Cs 3Sb

This shows that large lattice constants contribute .to produce small

photoemission thresholds, but the differences are too large compared

with experimental values. This contribution may be partially compensated

by more charge transfer (electropositivity increases with radius in

the alkali metals) since Madelung potential is proportional to charc'e

transfer, but chemical shift kAq = Aq/rv is not exactly so, because

r increases with Aq. Both contribution are clearly shown in Table 4.5.
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TABLE 4.5

Experimental evidence of Photoemission Threshold correlation with

Lattice Constant and Valence Charge Transfer in Alkali Antimonides.

Photoemission Threshold ET in eV and Nearest Neighbor Distance R in

LATTICE CONSTANT , (ONICITY)

Na3Sb Na2KSb Na2RbSb Na2CsSb

3.5 2.0 1.8 1.5

3.10 3.34 .....

KNaSb Ksb K2RbSb K2CsSb
X2N3 2 2

- 2.8 (H) 2.5 (C) 2.0 2.0 H

3.24 3.57 3.68 -- 3.720
H

- Rb 3 Sb Rb 2s

2.2 1.7-

3.81 -.- 8

Cs 3Sb

2.0

3.96

11, hexagonal phase j C, cubic phase. For references see Table 1.1
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Thus the ionic model for the alkali antimonides not only can

explain a photoemission threshold of about 2-3 eV, but also its

dependence on lattice constant and ionicity, by reasonable values of

the charge transfer and valence shell radius of Sb3- ion.

4.3 Valence Band Localization from XPS Relaxaation Energies

4.3.1 Valence Band Electronic Polarizability

Both, calculated values from Mtt and Littleton theory and

experimental values from Auger parameter shifts, show that in ionic

solids the crystal electronic polarizability is much larger at the

cation sites than at the anion sites. This difference is even larger

in the experimental values. The dependence og electronic polarization

potential on lattice site is due to the valence electron localization

on the anions, since electronic polarization is mostly due to relaxation

of the loosely bound valence electrons. Thus experimental determination

of extraatomic relaxation energies from Auger parameter data becomes

a probe for valento band localization and ionicity.

In the classical treatment of electronic polarizability by Mott
and Littleton induced point dipoles are asstumed at the cation and anion

lattice sites, using electronic polarizabilities of ions. These ion

electronic polarizabilities M, are obtained from correlation of optical1.

data of different ionic compounds by means of the Drude relation, that

for optical frequencies reduces to

n2 = E 1 + 47r N.M.
I1
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where Ni are atomic densities. Relevant ion electronic polarizabilities

are shown in Table 4.6. This table shows the large difference between

anions and cations, suggesting the strong contribution of the valence

electrons. This contribution is probably underestimated by the highly

indirect measurement method compared with photoemission relaxation

energies that probe directly the cation and anion sites.

In the photoemission process electronic relaxation towards the

core hole occurs through core hole - valence electron interaction as

has been studied for the case of metals by Lundqvist. 34  The coupling

of core holes to the density fluctuations of valence band electrons

(plasmons) is in the long wavelength limit completely equivalent to

the coupling with a free electron gas, because the plasmon frequency

wp is higher than the valence electron binding energy. This relaxation

process may be seen as a "crystal shake-up". At the high excitation

energies of XPS photoemission occurs in the sudden approximation, the

cry-tal is left in an excited state formed by a core hole in an ion plus

several plasmons in the valence band that would decay producing the

relaxation of valence electrons towards the hole. The result in the

snectrum is a narrow strong peak, the one-electron peak, at an energy

corresponding to the complete relaxation around thehole, plus a broad

intrinsic plasmon resonance structure at higher binding energies. The

relative weight of this shake-up structure is such that the average

energy of the total spectrum (including the one-electron peak) coincides

witi the Hartree-Fock orbital energy. This same rule shows the relation

between the relaxation energy and the satellite structure, when one is

large the other must be correspondingly large.



TABLE 4.6

Electronic Polarizabi1lities of Ions in A

F me Na+ Mg' A31 Si.4+

1.0 0.4 0.18 0.09 0.05 0.C17
0.7 -- 0.14 --.. ... .

CC Ar K+ Ca2+

3.7 1.6 0.8 0.5
3.0 -- 1.3 1.1

Sb3- Te I2 xe Cs+ Ba2+

32. 14. 7.1 4.0 2.4 1.55
- 9. 6,4 --- 3.3 2.5
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4.3.2 Co arison of Alkali Halides and Antimonides

Localization of valence band electrons on the anions in strongly

ionic crystals is reflected in very different extraatomic relaxation

energies for anions and cations. Because the valence shell radius,

approximated by the anion radius, is large, the cation polarization

radius, defined by the equivalent polarization in a continuous medium

2 1ER 3 e (l-l/e)/r

should be smaller than the nearest neighbor distance R. However, for
-~.~- - 4.- --- e

an anion the nearest anions are at tbie ,ieA raearest '^•- e'4

taking in account the anion radius, this should give a polarization

radius about R.

For Na in the alkali halides experimental data are available. In

Table 4.7 experimental polarization effective radii, calculated from

Auger parametAr sh'fts, are compared with calculated values from Mott

and Littleton theory. The difference can be explained by the reduction

of the valence shell to a point dipole in Mott and Littleton theory.

For the alkali antimonides, using the average value n=3.0, t-he

polarization effective radius for Na+ and Cs+ is 0.4 R in good agreement

with experimental values for the alkali halides.
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TABLE 4.7

Polarization Effective Radius for Na in the Alkali Halides from Mott

and Littleton theory and from Auger Parameter shifts. The optival

Dielectric Constant and the Nearest Neighbor Distance are al.so shown

Polarization Effective Radius from

Material e R M&L Theory Auger Parameter

(A) r/R r/R

HaF 1.74 2.31 0.70 0.70

NaCI 2.25 2.81 0.57 0.49

NaBr 2.62 2.97 0.62 0.52

Nal 2.91 3.23 0.54 0.43

~35
e and R from ; others, see Table 4.1
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In the alkali antimonides the ratio of the anion to cation

polarization radii is about 1.8-2.5, while for the alkali iodides

these ratio, from Mott and Littleton theory, varies from 1.11 for

Cal to 1.83 for Mar. The agreement is good if we consider that in

Mott and Littleton theory the cation polarization radii are about

17% larger than experimental ones.

From values in Table 4.4, the polarization effective radius

of Sb- in alkali antimonides can toughly be estimated Ln about R.
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4.4 Band Bonding and other Surface Effects

It is known that XPS core level peaks of alkali halides

are structurelese and very narrow, with an intxinsic width smaller

than I. V . Any important structure with an energy separation

of 0.5 ,V could be detected. our experimenAtal XPS data for alkali

ant.iUonides also show spoh lack of broadening and structure as far as

our instrumental resolution allows.

That sh1ould be explained since there are many effects that

could modify binding energies at the suxface.

a) Madelung crystal potential at the surface can be as small
36

as 80% of the bulk, this may be 1 - 2 eV less.

b) Also alectronic relaxation energies should be smaller

at the surface;o for materials with very large relaxation energies as

CsX and alkali antimonides, this should give a noticeable contribution.

c) For cubic alkali antimonides even the bulk Madelung

0nl:ential can be different in 2 eV for the alkali A and A' in AlA' Sb,

see Appendix 1.

d) An extreme case is that of K in ta2.KSb(Cs) photocathodes.

In these photocatlhodes several phases are present, at least Naa2 Ksb,

K2NaSb and K CsSb, see chapter 6. But binding energies ara the same

in all cases.

e) It is well known that strong band bending may occur at

the surface of alkali antimonides. 3' 3 7  But the depth of this

phenomenon can be as large as 200 A, and contribution to 'PS with

escape depths of the order of 20 4, might. be smalIer than 0.5 eV, and

not detectable.
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f) Since ion coordination is different at the surface,

charge transfer can. also be different.

g) Our XPS data seem to show an excess of alkali at the

su" "ce, see chapter 6. Also AES studies 38 suggest that an alkali

excess might be in equilibrium at the surface of alkali antimonides

that are alkali deficient at the bulk. This is related with e) above.

A satisfactory explanation cannot be given to this problem.

But it is reasonable to think that all these effects will adjust

themselves to produce the same_ binding energies with respect the Fermi

level, or at most varying slowly at the surface as is bel;iebed for

the band bending effect. Oth/enrwise there will appear gradients in the

electrochemical potewLtial, creating a driving force for electron or

ion diffusion.

The very low Madelung potential at the A' cation site in

cubic A 2A'Sb, is due to the eiqht nearest neighbors, all A cations.

That such a difference b- sween the A,A' sites is not present in actual

alcali antimonides mwy be explained by-

i) Alka.li ',acancies and Sb interstitials might partially

comoehjh i.e this difference in Madelunq potential. Such deffects are

bp-eved to explain surface band bending

•.i 'at-.ins mav be dis'laced from theoreticai sites in tht

c_•ubic DO structure in order to compensate the difference ot Madelung
3

potential. In section 5 - beiow, it will be shown that such phenomenon

is the driving force to form ttui hexai hial ;nas,. of some alkali .ntiuionides.

In cubic alkali antimonides the distortion of the nerfect DO

i i ii I i I i i3



structure may be so small and random that most of the DO3 symmetry

and lattice parameters are maintained.

Experimental support for this is given by some unexplained

features in the X-ray diffraction and electron diffraction studies of cubic

alkali antioraides 39,40 To explain these features, these workers

found necesary Debye temperature factors as large as 6.5 A' for Sb

and 14.5 A for Cs. They found also superlattice reflections that

they could not explain by the DO3 structure or any other unit cell.
40

Dowman et al., suggested that Na and K atoms are displaced from

their theoretical positions in Na 2KSb bzeaking the thr.o.-fold symmetry

of the four (II1) axis. This is just what happen in goLg from cubic

DO3 to hexagonal Na 3Sb structures, see section 5.3

4.5 Electronic Structure of Alkali Antimonides

From considerations in section 4.4, above, it appears that,

due to the ionic character and crys' 1. structure of alkali antimonide.,

•:~.o,• ,.tfus.-, " vary Li.ge, producing an qllibrium situation

where tihe bt .WA in. alkali deficient and the surface has an excess of

alkal. !his is extrwosf!L in cubic A A'Sb where the A' cation

is cuwp, rAble in radius w-. h the A catioir see section 5.3, as in

and (s3Sb, producing a p-typi bulk and n-type surface, .,md strong

band benring- i uexV1-ins the low photoen.is:Lon th•e:shoid of thece

piotocato de-kth This .so erq .is 7hy the -Abic K CsSb is n,.ot so stcongly

41 it



In sections 4.2 , above, it has been shown that the ionic

model for alkali anti~nides explains XPS relative binding energies

to within errors involved. But it was found a systematic difference of

about i eV between the top of the valence band, calculated from the ionic

model, and experimental values for the photoemission threshold. This

can be explained by surface band bending, since the escape depth for

photoemission threshold measurements is one order of magnitude larger

than the XPS probe depth.

In Fig 4.9, experimental binding energies for free ions

together with our XPS measmxemeants of relaxation and relative binding

energies, and calculation of Madelung energies, are combined with

data from UPS to explain the electronic structure of Cs 3Sb. Total

ionicity has been assumed in Fig 4.9, but any difference from this

extreme value of the charge transfer, will nearly compensate its effect

through a proportional change in Madelung potential. Solid state effects

broadening valence and conduction bands to about I eV, have b_•en

included for the solid.

For the free ion Sb 3-Sp level two values are shown. One

calculated from experimental data for free Cs and Cs 3Sb solid, and

tiLe other e- :apolated from data for free Sb', Sb 0 , and Sb+. The large

Sb 3 - radius can explain that this extrapolated value should be larger,

see section 4.2.4

In Fig 4.10 the electronic structure of CsI is explained in

a similar wav. It can be seen that again the phctoemission threshold

calculated from :ZS data, - 8 eV, is about I eV larger than experimental
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Fig 4.9 Eaectronic structure of Cs 3 Sb from XPS and UPS data.

M, madelung energy. R, electronic relaxation energy. For references

see sections 4.Z.3 and 4.2.4 and Tables 4.3 and 4.4 . For UPS see Fig 4.8
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values from UPS. This might indicate surface band bending effects

also in alkali halides.

In this chapter and in the next one, alkali halides and

antimonides are shown with many similar properties due to their common

ionic crystal binding. However, as photocathodes , they are very

different. Comparing Fig 4.9 and 4.10, it is clearly seen that the

difference in p!-;,rnU,:zission threshold is due to the Sb3- ion. Alkali

antimonides have very small photoemission threshold due to the

small electron binding energies of the Sb ion , and to the large

electronic relaxation energies, both due to the valence electrons

of the Sb3 ion.
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V. OTHER EXPERIMENTAL EVIDENCE OF IONICITY IN THE ALKALI

AITIMIONIDES
t

5.1 Photoelectric Emission

The similarities between the energy distribution of

photoelectric omission for exiitation in the visible and UV range,

in alkali, halides and alkali antimonides, as well as the differences

between them and covalent solids, are well known since the works of
4 42 43

Spicer, Taft and Philipp, . Philipp et al.,
44 4

Krolikowski , DiStefano, DiStefano and Spicer. 46

See reviews by Spicer * 47,48

For alkali halides and antimonides no structure is found

due to direct transitions between singular points (Van Hove) in

the valence and conduction bands as it is typical -f covalent crystals.

Rather the structure in the EDC's is due to the electronic structure

of the valence band. This valence band structure was found to correlate

very well with the free halide or antimony ion spin-orbit splitting,

see Fig 4.8 , showing the atomic, localized character of the valence
4

band. Spicer pointed out localization of the hole created in the

photoemission process as an explanation for these characteristics

of the bDC's.

In the alkali halides and antimonides the electric dipole

transition between the atom-like valence band, formed by the last p

orbitals of the halide or antimony, and the conduction band formed

by the last s levels of the alkali, is allowed and strong.
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In covalent solids the valence and conduction bands are the bonding

and antibonding (sp) hybridized orbitals, the electric dipole

transition is weak except in some singular points in the Brillouin

zone (Van fove singularities) due to Bragg reflection on- crystal

symmetry, where the mixing is strong and the energy bands are flat.

Occurrence only of non direct. transitions is further

discussed in next section.

5.2 Hole Mobility

As it could be expected, in the alkali halides and

antimonides and other strongly ionic solids with narrow valence bands

strongly localized on the anions, the hole mobility is very small,

less than 10 cm2 /V-s 1 47 compared with covalent solids where

the hole mobility is always larger than 100 =2 /V-s, for example,

for InSb it is 750 cm 2/V-9 (6 0,pE-100).
47

Spicer pointed out the correlation between very

small hole mobility, less than 10 cm 2/V-s , and the occurrence only

of non direct transitions in the photoemission process, i.e., no k

momentum conservatio,.

Hole localization or small hole mobility and occurrence

only of non direct transitions are consequences of a crystal valence

band formed by the non interacting atom-like valence bands of the

anions. The strong localization on the anion produces an indetermination

in the momentum k , through the Heisenberg principle

Ak. &x >.1
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For a localization of the valencs band of about lio , as in the

alkali antimonides, using the anion radius, the indetermination in

k becomes &k>4/46,of the order of the Brillouin zone.

In covalent solids a crystal valence band is formed by

mixing of the last s and p orbitals of both component atoms

through a strong nearest neighbor interaction, producing a wide

energy band where electrons have a free-like dispersion relation,

modulated by the crystal symmetry, with a definite k momentum

due to very strong delocalization.

5.3 Crystal structure

Crystal st•ructares of alkali antimonides, Fig 1.1 and 1.2

have high coordination numbers and large nearest neighbor distances

typical of ionic solids. Nearest neighbor distance varies from

R - 3.96 - for Cs3Sb to R = 3.10 A for Na3Sb , that are just

a little smaller than calculated from ionic radii 0.95 , 1.69 , 2.45

for Wa, Cs, Sb, respectively.

Actually the high coordination numbers required in the

ionic structure of A2A'Sb , where A and A' are two different or

equal alkalis, are not achieved through an unique nearest neighbor

distance, probably incompatible with crystal translation symmetry, but

through two ox: three similar nearest neighbor distances, see Fig 1.1

and 1.2

In the cubic DO3 structure the Sb3- anion has eight A
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cation nearest neighbors at a distance aV1/4 in CsCl-structure

coordination, and six A' cation nearest neighbors at a distance OCL/2

in NaCl-structure coordination, see Fig 5.1 . In Table 5.1 these

distances are compared with the sum of ionic radii of corresponding

cation and Sb3- anion, for cubic alkali antimonides with known

lattice constant, see also Table S.2 . The observed ageement is

very good, nearest neighbor distances represent only a variation

less than -4%, +10% in the sum of ionic radii.

The cubic structure is the most stable, allowing at the

same time typical ionic HaCI and CsC1 structures for nearest neighbors

with high coordination numbers, high crystal symmetry, and ion close

packing. But in this structure the A'-Sb distance ( Q../2) is

deterrined by the A-Sb distance (4Z,14/4i . The A-Sb distance iS

determined by the Coulomb attraction between oposite ions and the

repulsive energy from electron wave function overlapp ;g, i.e., by

the sum of corresponding ionic radii. Thus when the A' cation is

very small like in K 2 NaSb , The A'-Sb distance becomes very large

compared with the sim of correspondinq ionic radii, and oposite

+ 3-
ions A' , Sb , are not close-packed. In this case the structure

may become more stable by an sail distortion to the hexagonal

structure. In this distortion three of the six nearest neighbor

A' cations come closer to the Sb anion and the other three move

closer to the next nearest neighbor Sb anions, the six A' cations

moving into the same (111) plane. The eight nearest neighbor

A cations are maintairned essentially in a similar coordination,

see Fif 5.2 . During this distortion only one out of the four cubic
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K

2.:o

COORDINATION FOR Sb NEAREST NEIGHBORS

IN CUBIC D0 3 -STRUCTURE

rig S.1 Nacl-structure plus CsCi-structure of nearest neighbors of

Sb ion. The (001) as is vertical.
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K2 NaSb

K

Na

COORDINATION FOR Sb NEAREST NEIGHBORS

IN HEXAGONAL Na3 Sb-STRUCTURE

Fig 5.2 Structure of nearest neighbors of Sb3- ion. For comparing

with the cubic structure in Fig 5.1 , K-*Na, Na-o-K, and
the vertical axis, (000.1), corresponds to the (111) axis

in Fig 5.1 I
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TAB)LE. 5. I

comparison of Nearest Neighbor Distance$ aid Ionic R-adii for some

Alkali Antimonides with cubic DO3 structure. tonic radii 0.95,

1.33, 1.69, 2.4S A are assumad for Na2", K ,Cs , Sb 3  ions. unit.s. A

Alcal~i
Alal earest Neighbor Dilst~ance ~ '

Antimonido ers egbrDsac Sum of Oposite Ion Radii

A2A"Sb A-Sb A'-Sb A-Sb A'-Sb

Na2KSb 3.35 3.87 3.40 3.78

K2CsSb 3.73 4.31 3.78 4.14

Cs 3Sb 3.96- 4.57 4.14 4.14

33

Ionic radii from

La•ttice constanc from Table 1.L

Coordination number in parenthesis
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three-fold symmetry axis, is maintained, therefore ending up with

only hexagonal symmetry.

The hexagonal lattice thus formed, maintains the high

coordination numbers, the highest possible crystal symmetry while

increasing the average oposite ion close packing. In the hexagonal

Na 3Sb structure for A A'Sb with ct aa, Fig 5.2 , Sb anion has

eight A cation nearest neighbors, twmo at a distance C/3 and six

at a similar distance (C/3) (3 (01C) +2}/. The three nearest

neighbor A' cations are at a distance a47/3 . In Table 5.2 ,

hexagonal and cubic structure for the alkali antimonides having an

hexagonal phase, are studied. Comparison of their nearest neighbor

distances with the sum of corresponding oposite ion radii yields the

key to explain their relative stability. Considering only Coulomb

interaction, i.e., Madelnmq energy, between Sb nearest neighbors, it

is possible to explain why K2NaSb and a 3 Sb only exist in the

hexagonal phase, why in K13Sb the cubic phase is mre unstable than

the exagonal one, and why in Rb 3Sb both phases are about equally

stable.

Therefore, the ionic model for alkali antimonides, with

ionic radii from values reported in the literature, explains their

crystal structures, symetry, coordination, and lattice parameters.

It can also explain the relative stability of the cubic and

hexagonal phases.
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5.4 Heats of Formation

Standard heats of formation of about 2.0 eV/molec have

been reported in the literature 49 for the alkali antimonides. These

values may be explained by the ionic model for these compounds. For

example, a charge transfer of about 0.9 will explain that value in Cs3Sb .
S..

Let us calculate the energy to separate three Cs ions

and one Sb3- ion from the Cs3Sb crystal. Using values in Tables 4.3

and 4.4 , to separate a Cs+ ion will take about 0.9x5.5 eV against the

crystal field, minus about 4.0 ev of electronic relaxation energy, minus

some energy from ionic relaxation. 35 To separate a Sb3- ion will

take 0.9x3x17.5 eV against the crystal field, minus 32x2.0 eV of

electronic relaxation energy (proportional to the square of the charge).

minus some energy from ionic relaxation. The total energy required is

then estImated in about 32. eV minus some ionic relaxation energy.

This part of the relaxation energy remains undetermined since the

static dielectric constant e is not known. But a limit can be estimated.s

The ratio of the electxoric relaxation energy to the total relaxation

energy is (l-1/e)/(l-i/3s) . Since e is of the order of 10. even if

e =20. , the ionic relaxation energy would add at most 5% of thes

electronic relaxation, this means about 1. eV. Therefore, the heat

of formation of 3Cs +Sb free ions from the Cs3Sb solid is about

31. - 32. eV.

The energy to produce a Cs free ion from Cs metal is

0.83 eV to separate an atom 35  plus 3.9 eV of ionization

energy 35 The energy to form a Sb3- free ion from the metal
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is 2.7 eV ho separate an atom, minus 1.0 eV of electron , finity

to form Sb" (68,p291), plus about 14 eV or less to form Sb3-,
estimated in section 4.2.4 . Therefore, the heat of formation of

3CS ++Sb 3- free ions from the elements in their standard state is

at most 30. eV

The difference between the heat of formation of 3Cs+, Sb3

from the solid and from the elements in their standard state is the

standard heat of formation of the Cs 3Sb solid, thus about 2 eV/molec

5.5 Refractive Index

In previous chapter the relation between the refractive

inde-, i. e ., the dielectric constant at optical frequencies, and the

relaxation energies in the photoemission process has been discussed.

Both are very large, due to the high atomic polarizability of the

Sb3- ion, see Table 4.6. This high value is mostly due to the Icosely

6 3-bound Sb5p valence electrons. The ionic radius of Sb", 2.45 A,

is the larger ionic radius reported. 35 Binding energies for

valence electrons of Sb3- in alkali antimonides have been estimated

in section 4.2.4 in about 2. - 4. eV.

Let us make an estimation of the refractive index for Cs3 Sb

from its known electronic structure. Drude relation becomes in

quantum theory

2 f..

m i • 2_CV2
ij
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where Ni is the density of electrons in state i, fij is the oscillator

strength or matrix element of the electric dipole transition between

states i and j, and is the energy difference.

In a first approximation we may consider only valence

electrons and virtual transitions only across the Sb5p-Cs69 electric dipole

allowed band gap. Other transitions are neglected either because not

electric dipole allowed or because large energy gaps. In the sume

rule )f 1 jj= , we shall also neglect other contributios and take fVC1 l

For these approximations

that is a relation frequently used, 50 where u 24 -fte 2 /M

is the square of the plasmon energy for the valence electron density,

and ZVC is the average Sb5p-Cs6s energy gap. The band gap EG 1.6 eV

reported in the literature is the minimun energy gap between the Sb5p,

Cs6s bands, broadened by solid state effects. From our XPS measurements

in Cs 3Sb

Cs5p 3/ 2 ,Sb5p AE aw 10.5 eV

31
since, for Cs free atom

cs5P3/ 2 ,6sXE-3 * 14.2 eV

therefore, it might be estimated for Cs3Sb

SbSp,Cs6saEB; 3.7 eV

sGupta has shown, using Harrison bond orbital model calculations,

that solid state effects may broaden and lower the Cs6s levels .51
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Measurements by Spicer, see rig 4.8 , show an average energy gap

SbSp,Cs6sAEr 2.8 eV exp. in Cs Sb
Bm 3

Therefore for optical frequecies before the dielectric constant is

dominated by band gap absorption, A 2 4VC,

e 1 I+ --- 6.6 n - 2.6I'C2

that is in very good agreement with reported values .3,39 or

the valence electron density was calculated for 4xSbSp6 electrons

in the unit cell with lattice parametar a.- 9.14 A.
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VI. ANALYSIS OF XPS RELATIVE INTENlSITES. COMOSITION AD

STRUCTURE OF aMKSb (Cs) PRO'0CATHODES

XPS in being dwelopod as a quatitative surfmc analysis

technique. rn a simple model a relation between total Intensity of a

xPS peak and atomic density can be derived. contributions from

intrinsic shake-up ext=cture and extrinsic plasion energy loeson,

difficult to predict, impose a Limit to the obtainable accuracy.

Other sources of error ae unow spectrometer factors and unknowm

~a~e ~h~'e~lie. n g~n.rai qrinder cart*=- pracaut-ionf an

accu•€y of 10% eems to be obt-inable.

We have studied experimentas data in the Literature from

several workers, obtained with essntially the same Varian tE

spectrometer working in the same conditions as in our experiments.

These data have been co ared with calculated values f.-cm theoretical

cross sections and with our wperizental. data on pure matals and CsX,

for internal coherence. In this way, relative sensitivity factors for

Ha, K, Cs, Sb, have been determined. Except for K, XPS peaks with

escape depths ft=m 10 1 to 25 A allow detection of relative composition

variations with depth from the surface.
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Experimental data obtained and discussion are sumarized

as follows:

a) It has been possible to detect, in good photocathodes,

an amall gradient in, Sb atomic density, in the sense that peaks coming

frts the last i5 1 at the surface appoa about 10% weaker than

expected for an homogeeous stmple. This is in aqre'mnt with current

theories that show good photocathodes with strong band bending

favorable to photo•emission, due to a p-type bulk because of alkali

defect and a a-type surface dua to alkcali excess.

b) Na 2 1Mb photocathodes with this stoich' tric co)sition

at the surface, show low sensitivities. Good Na2KSM photocathodes show

an smallor Na content at the surface, in agreeent with scanning

electron diffraction and X-ray diffraction stuidies reported recently

in the literature, that show the phases fatKSb and K2NaSb present in

these photocathodes. O= study -how these photocathodes as a Na2KSb

bulk and a K2 ftSb suface layer of the order of 40

c) In Na2He b(Cs) or 5-20 photocathodes Cs is definitively

in the bulk, down to a depth laxqer than 15 i, i.e., 10 atomic layers.

Study of relative intensities of XPS peaks with escape depths from

10 A to 30 1, in good photocathodes of 100 - 250 ,aA/lm, show that Cs

is in a surface layer of average depth varying from sample to sample

between 20 X and 50 *, in mst samples of the order of 30 A. This is in

agreement with the X-ray and electron diffraction studies mentioned

above, that show the phase K CsSb present in S-20 photocathodes..2

d) The C3 content in the surface of S-20 photocathodes is

quite high, assuming Cs in a surface layer of 20 - 50 A, che Cs/Sb
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Na2 KSb PHOTOCATHODE VACUUM

CONOUCTION B.LE 
L

FERMI L.

z - NCZK Sb -

DEPTH 40 A 13

Fig 6.. 1 propos~d bmid diaqram for NaMb Th~e K aSb surtace ].ayar

probably allowsl the surface to be M~rs strOnglY n-tyIpe.
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NazKSb(Cs) PHOTOCATHODE
VACUUM L.

0

CONOUCTI ON B.

w VALENE Ei. ERMI L.

2 . . . -,

3N- 2 Cs Sb

DEPTH 40A

rig 6.2 Proposed band diagram for Na 2KSb (Cs) or S-20 photocathode.

Depending on temperature during surface activation by C3

and Sb deposition, a surface Layer of K2 CsSb or K2CsSb and

Na2 CsSb, is formed. r2CS~b has the Optimum properties for

& Surface layer. It is easily alkali doped, producing n-type

material, due to low ion diffusion rate. It has an small

photoemission theshold (not including band bending) due to

its large lattice constant. And it has a large band gap, and

thus, small probability of electron-hole pair creation and

large electron mean free paths.
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atomic density ratio in this layer is aDout i..

6) In 5-20 phorocathodes the Na/K atomic density ratio is

smaller than 2.1, but much larger than expected fta &N a2KSb bU.ic

1ader a K C=Sb surface layer at least L5 A thick. Studying the Na

content of S-20 photocatboda and its variation with depth, cur

xperimental data can only be explain by the presence of a Na CsSb

phae in th* surface layer. Our experimental, data for SZ0 compositon

from VS are well exlained by a (Na2CaSb) (MCSSbW sur$face layer

15 - 60 A thick over a Na21&b bulk, in good agreement with results

in c) above.

Previous X-ray and electron difraction studies ment-io d

above, did not dt•et the Ma2C3sb phase. This may be explained ai,01

because diffraction peaks fxm this phase axe confuss*d with tb'c- , 2c

rK2CaSb (same crystal s-tructurei similar larttice constant), or a-

probable, b*cause of diflerent, processing schedule. In our processing

schedule, we start the final Ca/Sb deposition at 200 - 210 "C, a much

higher te -eratire than it is usual, about 160%, "o- th-is part ncve

thie process. It is Xcnwn that both Na aud '. eawsily displace Cs , but

the tonperatures for efficient diffusion are abot0 ?C 4C and 160tC

for Na and K, respectiveoly.

The dist•ances and escape depths rported above are more

accurate as relative values than as absolute values. They havo been

calculated assuming that the mean free path for electrons of 1000 eV

kinetic energy is 20 1, in alkali antimonides.
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Vli. CONCLUSIONS

Alkali antiimnide photocat-hodes, Ma3 Sb, K3 3bI CS 3 Sb, Na212Sb,
and MA2 KS(CO), wte studied uwng X-ray photoemission and Auger

electron 9pectroscopy tuder ultrahigh vacum conditions.

Our measurementR were studied together witl% known data for

free ions and atous, pure metAls, and alkali halides, by meanas of a

simple point charge elect.ostatic model. Correlation of shifts in

photoeleactron and Auger electron spactra, allows to determine

independently both binding anergies and relaxatior energies duo to

elect•onic polarizability.

'•te results of the study war* compared with known properties

and UPS data of alkali antdmondes and alkali ha~ldes.

The concJlu!ons of this study art

1) Both, electron binding anargiei and photoomission

rlaxatior" energies, show alkali antimonides as ionic compounds,

witli valonca eleetmons strongly localized on the Sb3- ions. CMarge

transfer was estimated to be 0.8 or larger.

2) Valence ban~d region XPS spectra comfirm this, showing

assantialiy no mixing of alkali and antimony levels. The less bounded

a3•cali p levels appear at least 10 ev below a clearly defined

valence band, only 2 - 3 eV wide. Proposed models for crystal

3binding, involving tormation of (sp) hybridized orbitals, a•s in

III-V covalent compounds, are ruled out.

3) The ionic model for alkali antimonides show the top of

the valence band around 2 - 4 eV below the vacuum level. 'Me difference
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with) erIental photodmission thre,•oilds, about I eV smallar, was

*oplainod by surface bond bending effects Included in t•!eir

4) The ionic model also ,,,0lains the deperndence of the

photo=izison thbe3hold on lattice paxameter and ionicity, thus

•axpla4n cbe d •nds in e*xeimental valu4s.

5) known siatlarit±.e bet,4* the. .ame distib-ution

in OP8 of alkali antimnides and alkali halides, as well as the

differencs betwemn then and covalent Solids wera onlaind4 by the

eleactlc dipole allowed band ga between the stxengly localized,

Atos.-Like valonce shellt of the anions and the conduction band

formed tzom the empty valence s orbitals of the alkalis, in those

ionic ccopoums.

4eXplLUn*tlon-

7) Known heats of formation SAus to be wplainable by

the ionic model. A calculation for C5 3 Sb yielde a value in very

grod agrament with the experimental one.

8) The large electronic polaxizability of Sb ions

exptlxns the large refractiive indez of alkali antimonides. A

cal3culatrio for cs 3Sb from its .amown ilectronic strluctnxe yields

a value In very good agreement with the experimental one.

9) Crystal ettuctm:es of alkai~ antimonidos were explained

as typically ionic. Known ionic radci and §l ct-ostatic .1adeluiq

enerqy considerations explain their crystal stractures, sYimeOt,

ion coordination, and lattica parameters. It ian also txplain c:ha
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r& ative r-tbkility of t•heir cubic wd he:cagcnl phases.

10) Madelung energy considarations crm also explain why

sr-ae alkali antimonidea are atro.gly p-type. In alkall antimonides

A2 A'Sb Vlera '-ations A a-d A' ars comparable in size but where still

tue cubic phase is moe stable, the cations have a tendency to be

displaced from the).- theoretical lattice positions. This seems to

faci•itate ion &f "usion and vacance formation, pnrducinq an

equ llibum ennfiguration where the bulk is alJali dnficient,

p-type, and the surface has rccss of alkali, being n-type. ,'ds

dritving force for these phenaomvnorns sm to be mauimization of

ftdelunq energy.

11) Some unusual experimental results found in X-ray and

electxon diffraction studies of Cs3 Sh an NA a2KSb give support to

the explaation prqposed in 1•0), aWbo,,•, and ar. themseives exlraiiid.

12) The good properties of a.Uali ,aatimnidec as

photocathodes are explained by their loni.city. ks ionic compo, 13dA,

band gap absorption is strong and tetructurtless. The small Ai~ctron

3-.binding energies ,ind large electronic polarizability of ,th.• Sb ion,

"both due to its valence shell electrons, explain their small

photoemission thresholds.

13) The very good photoesission properties of CQ3Sb and

Na 2KSb are explained by surface band bending, whose relation with

crystal structure and Madelung energy is pointed out in 10) , above.

14) From our XPS quantitative surface analysis, a model

for Na2KSb photocathode is proposed, where a thin surfal-e layer of
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it2aSh is foZed . Tbs probably allowe the surface to be more strongl.y

Il-typ.-

15) An n-type surface layer is also the •eplanation of

the extraordinary pbotom~ssion properties of NaZKSb (Cs) or S-20

photocathodes. Zn this case, while sumface activation by Cs and

Sb deposition, a surface layer of K2CsSb (probably, sometimeu also

ma 2Css) is fomed. This phase, K2 CsSb, has the optimi p-operties

for a surface layer. It is easily alkali doped, producinq n-type

r•tterial, du to low ioun diffusion rate. It has sall photoemission

threshold (not including band bending) due --o its Large lattice

consta,.. And it has a Large band gap, and thus, sPall probability

of olectron-hcle pair creation and lax" eloctron smean fee path.

16) From our XPS quantitative surface analysis of Na 2 1Xb

and. ia 2 Sb((C.) photocatoades, the surface layer mentioned in 14), 15)

2•2

above, is idstimated in 30 -40
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APPMMX A

THE aMsc PHYSICS OF X-RAY P UCTP SPECTROSCOPY

A.1 Electr~on WAiding Enaaries

Photo••ssion from a N-electr-n system (solid) leads to a manifold

of states of the N-electron syste In which one electxon is unbounded.

In the limit of inflnite separation between the solid and the photo-

emitted electron, each of these states can be described as a (N-I)-

electron state and a single free electron of kinetic energy

f I

where hv - photon energy, and are the initial and f ina state

"-nargles of the soIld. The binding energy of the orbital frm which

rhe electron was ejected is defined as

E -z E- hv-EK

B f Li

In this description, which is completely rigorous and can be closely

related to empirical quantitiet thera is no need for the concept of

relaxation energy. No detzZ ad descript.i:on is given of the initial

or final state, and we. deý -:- aiide to one-electron orbitals.

-KN



Electronic structure theories are usually developed in terms of

one-electron orbitals, with the coordinates of the electron coupled

through self-consistent field formulations (e.g., the Hartree-Fockc

method). These orbitals can be described in terms of a basis set

with quantum-number designations is, 2s, 2p1/2, 2P3/ 2 , etc. These

orbital designations also label the photoelectron peaks. Moreover,

solving the Hartree-Fock equations yield a set of parameters e

termed orbital energies. Koopmans theorem showed that these orbital

energies would be the biAding energies Y(j) f

a) there were not change in the other orbitals while an

electron was removed from orbital j, and

b) if the Hartree-Fock method gave a true description of

the system.

Corrections for b), i.e., differential correlation and relativistic

energies, which are of course not included in the Hartree-Fock

formulation, are usually very small and thus neglected. Moreover since

working with energy differences usually these corrections nearly cancel

out.

With respect to a) several approximations can be considered. The

first one is the "three step model" for bulk photoemission. The photo-

emission event is split up in three processes, i) excitation of one

electron to a higher energy state Ej H1 after absorption of a photon,

If



ii) transport of the electron through the solid, and iiI) escape of

the electron thrugbh the surface barrier. During transport Ii) and

escape iii) mny enemry losses may occur dua to electron-electron

inelastic scatterinq, creation of extrinsic plasmons, etc. All these

processes produce a cowlex final state structure on very hard
f

to predict. Measuring the k1intic enry of photowlectrons elastically

scattered only, redefines the binding energy

fN-

and simlifies the photoemismion event to a situation closer to the

ideal one stated in a). Moreover in 2PS the phoatelecl-ron in the final

state is free-electron-like with no wannt¶ r-ctonservatiou selection

rule, due to the high photoexcitation energy.., rn fact for most

situations encountered in phtoemission the approx4mation

Q(j) - e. (proper sign included in ce)

is close enough for diagnostic purposes. The departure from this

equation defines the relaxation energy ER(J)

(j e i-E.'(J)

Creation of phonons, electron-hole pairs, and intrinsic plasmons during

X photoexcitation contribute to E( )



Depending on the process relative time scale different processes

might occur. In one extreme is the sudden approximation. In the

shake-up and shake-off processes in this approximation the resulting

state after photoemission is not an eigenstate of the' ion, the ion

is left in an excited state. By energy conservation, the energy of

the emitted electron will be reduced by the excitation energy. In

the other extreme is the adiabatic approximation. During the photo-

emission process the other electrons will. relax towards the positive

hole, screening its positive charge and so imparting adiabatically

addttional energy to the photoemitted electron.

A. 2 ZMltilet Splitting

In many situations, the final state of the atom with a hole in

the state j is not a unique one in terms of the individual atomic-

level quantum numbers. ThiLs is because each eigenstate is characterized

by a definite value of the total quantum numbers L and S and there can

be more thav one individual subshell con iguration that can correspond

to these L,S values. The difference in energy between such possible

states can give rise to a number of components in the XPS spectrum,

instead of a single peak. as previously assumed.

A.3 Confivuration Tnteraction (CI) Effects

Configuration Interaction can be considered to be a generalized

many-electron process of which both miultiplet and shake-up effects are

special cases. Arguing exactly in the same way as in describing the

multiplet process, one can see that the simple two-electron shake-up



model may not be adequate in general. raztetd, the final state may

be any out of 4 number of more complex rearrangements consistent with

the relevmnt selectioon Mles.

II
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APPENDIX B

AUGER ELECTRONS AND THE AUGER PARAMETER

After emission of one electron by the photooxcitation energy hv

the system is left in a state with a core hole in the orbital j

with enermg -f (J) that is the iLtial state of the Auger

process in which the hole jump* to the orbital Z cz < ti and the

energy difference is taken up bY the A~gqr emitted elCtron initially

in the orbitala m, <Vj-, whose kinetic energy is

_EN-2 (L-M)+EN-1 (J) 13(aL)

where E"=2(L,M) Is the energy of the final (N-2)-electron system with

a hole in the Z orbital and in the m orbAbtal, and the equation defines

the binding energy of the orbital in the (N-I)-electxon system frai

which the electron was ejected.

In Koopmans theorem approximation

KM - (J)-C (J)-r (L)
'.LN J m

where er (L) is the Bartree-Pock energy of the orbital m of the system

with a hole in the orbital £. If relaxation energy corrections are

included

Kj (J) - C -m (L) +ER(L,M)-ER (J)



If the kinetic energy of the plhotoelect~n

is substracted from tJLM, the Auger Parameter is defined by

.ThM aJLM - EKQi)

a e M(J+ eJ-C-- M (L)÷ER(L,1)-2ER(J)-hb

The Auger parameter was defined and studied by WagnerII to

discuss theoretical and experimental data related to effects of

extraatomic relaxation in R(J) and ER(LM). The importance of the

Auger parameter is shown when studying the differences (shifts) among

.K (j) and KjLK of the ion in different solids or differant-chemical.

environments. Many workers have shown that in many situations where

the point charge electrostatic model is approximate enough, the shifts

in the orbital energies c. due to valence charge transfer (chemical

shifts) and crystal field are the same for all core orbitals

Intraatomic relaxation (roughly chemical environment independent) cancel

out in AER and for extraatomic relaxation due to electronic jpolarizability

AE T (L,M) 4AED(J) 4AER



therefore

&1ý -&c+3AEt

.J+ ., 24E

Thus measuring AuWe parameter siiltts in )am. allows us to measure the

extra•touic relaxation anery contxbution to the binding energy shft3:i

and to give a more awcurato co•putation of charge tranafer or ionicity.

Vory often ER is ve'ry sMal, <2 eV, and 4E even =alaUr and hence so

many times Za has been fortten in the literature when correlating

binding energy sb4,t2 wit. valence char" transfer.

gI
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APPENDIX C

TI POINTD CflARG MLECIT0STATIC MODEL

In~ the point charge eltost~atiAc moe2l Wtoh caroi

the ions are cons~idered stxosigly local1ized (point ab~r~om) tad so

the orbital energia es.are easily calmlated asaiL•-ng the ions in the

clazsicAl Coulomb potential of •tie crystal or Vadeltung potential -4/a

where R i3 the nearest neighbor distance and 4 is an scalar close3.y

related to the Madelung constant. So, if

PI. -z (J)

for the free ion, then

~3C ~e~ --j E WJ)

for the ion in the crystal, q being the charga in the Ion. When

writ•n.g T a repulsion potential term or wave Eunction renormaliZation

into the smaller space in the solid., has been noglected. This term

has ben 0alcU¶jated to be about 1 eV or smaller for alkali halides.

For alkali antimonides it is even smaller.
_XI

The relaxat.ion term E can be split into an intraatomic

R•
r~elaxation term and an extraatomic relaxation or lattice term

E XT I E t E rL



In the point charge electrostatic model intraatomic relaxation energy

for the free ion, the ion in the crystal and 'te f.tee atom are all

approximately the same fox all cozte orbitals, and 'chus

EX1j (J E

The extraatomic or lat.-tice aelaxati.on te-nt is due to the relaxation

of the electranic caharg.e au he. other ion. -4-,A tt: lattice towards the

core hole created by p14toeminssioao nl.y eAectronic, polarization

sbould be considered because of Th- t-, s-2ule of the photoem-ssion

process, about JO-3.7 sec. The rm.laxation Ierm ýýue to lattice electronio

.auli.x.zation is

2(1 -' 1 a

whexe e. is the dielectrc conistant f.1r optical frequencies, i.e.,

2
-n 2, n = refractive index, and r is the effecti'.e pola'ization radius

of the ion w'hich sho'|id be of the order of the interatonLic distance R.

Q U.6R for cations in aikal:. halides
. 1.9R for anions

"n the saue aporoximation, for the Auger ele'ctrons

XI FI q' + EL(L,M)-E (j)
JLM 3'JLJ R R R



%hex. X1 ~standsa for r.-e irna in1 the czy-tal, F '!or the free icr., ar.1

'7(,)is t"s* electxonic Po1&zriZatiOA OR the ct.yestal LAt-ce t-rds

thxe two holen in the I md m. orbitalls. A~ the VW4nt chazrrr Waz=

,t~Atia =adel. pcl wztia~tom anartlie- =ar orbital indepandomt ai.

pmportional to the squar'm af the charge &ad~

Tnmixeftore

a~nd

jXXJ .71K

wih m putting tngkxthtýr in asolid anions wan catin-.Az 01 'ac t~oo

large elec-ýxoneqativity &J.2fe ences ý.here is a].woys 3.ozre valence

electron redilitribwcion betwi,-n oppoi.s.ta ions and zatvd onct

cpnot be amsuimed. Uma a fL-st appraxi~mbaliczia

P. (3) + k q

w*here k is the two-electc.an int,:4rai core ane valence eJýect-rcmns.

In th-e point charge approximatic.- K 1! ,-,d ~ oe dei n of



'27vsta2.• strcturu, i,,e.; the valence .: xrge Aq on the ion is treated

,.:l"oicaiU.y as scaening charge sa- ^etrically distributed at a valence

-hell. radius r 14 .4l A eV/e (1/k), where ±he currespondir- couplinq

.ob,;ant is jiver.. in r-his first appz.aximation h: can be caLulutad

• ,oLa ';he free ic and atwr vlvues

k -(EF .3ý -l

where q is the charge in the free ion. The Auger electron energy is

av5. the A-tqer parameter is given by

Xi A L
jJ LZ jjLM+ 2E R

It should be pointed out that for ionic solids the electron

binding energy shifts with respect the atomic state are very small

even if Aq is very large. It is well known that for most caystalline

w1 Luctures the Madeiung crystal potentialI r" (1.7+0.5) x 14.4 A eV/e

and since the valence shell r.u. r 1 R/2, ther,-.fore the chemical

shift



1 7
Aq(k- ( - x 14.4 A eV/e

v

is of the order of 1-3 WV, in spite of kAq being of the order of 10 eV.

Tis also shows that in any valence charge transfer calculation, even

if the binding energy shift and! pn.alrimation energy are known to within

an eV, the error in Aq may becaeo abour- 30%.

Ju
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APPENDIX D

MADELUNG CRYSTAL FIELD FOR THE CUBIC DO3 STRUCTURE

The Hadelung potential infinite sum for the DO 3 lattice

can be rearranged in three infinite sums, each one corresponding to

a lattice, NaCi or cubic ZnS, whose Madelung constant is known.

Details of the calculation will not be given in this s9 ary.

Referring to Na 2KSb, Fig 1.1, the constant * in the Madelung

potential D/R, has the values, for R- q44•/4,

LK q Na
G;1.514 + 3.276 -1. q4 b q b

1 1.514 - 0.248 !a

(units: 14.4 eV.A/e

" 1.763 (qs - ion valernce cha-'es)

Since q `6 qi*2 %., and assuming q.- •a

*Sb- 1.596 SK- 1.266 Ga- 1.763

The unusual vauall value of the Madelung potential at the cation

octahedral site , K in Ia 2 KSb, is due to the largedistance from Sb ions

and to the eight cation nearest neighbors. This represent a difference

of about 2 ev in the Madelung energy between the two cation sites,

not found in any other ionic compounds,


